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The definition of democracy—that political power and authority rests in the demos, the people—seems
simple, but is in fact a widely contested matter. While an old idea, in the last two hundred years
democracy has been adapted in complex and often tumultuous ways to the nation-state, capitalism,
and constitutional, representative government. Many argue today that we face a renewed crisis of
liberal democracy across the world, in the form of authoritarian and right-populist movements which
claim to represent the “true” people as the subject of politics. For defenders of liberal democracy, this
is a disturbing development. But it is also an opportunity to explore some of the basic questions about
the meaning(s) of democracy, and its successes and contradictions in the modern era.
In this course we will examine some key debates surrounding this topic, especially focusing on the
different ways that the role of the people in relation to political rule has been understood. As we
proceed, we will consider questions such as: What are the prerequisites for a political regime to be
considered democratic, and how can democratic institutions best be organized within a modern state?
How do democratic procedures and institutions relate to democracy as a normative ideal? How is the
principle of majority rule best reconciled with representative government? What is the relationship
between liberalism, democracy, and populism? How do democracy and capitalism come into conflict,
and can a sense of the public, common good be preserved? Who makes up “the people,” and who is
included and excluded within the boundaries of the demos?
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Objectives
Upon the successful completion of this class, you will:
• Acquire general knowledge of key debates and positions in contemporary democratic theory.
• Develop critical thinking skills for analyzing discussions about democracy.
• Develop essential research and writing skills through completing a semester-long project.
Readings
Class readings will be drawn from books, scholarly journals, and the popular press. All readings not
linked to in the syllabus can be found on Canvas (canvas.upenn.edu).
You are expected to come to every class having done the reading in advance. I will pre-circulate a
weekly set of questions that will highlight the themes that will serve as the basis of our discussion.
Please print and bring physical copies of the required readings to class, and be prepared to participate in
our discussion.
Active reading is a key learning skill to practice as you go. (For some active reading techniques, see
https://mcgraw.princeton.edu/active-reading-strategies). You are encouraged to keep a running
journal by taking notes on each week’s readings prior to our meeting. This writing strategy is a useful
way of gathering your thoughts and notes as you write reading responses and develop your research
paper throughout the semester.
Assignments
All writing assignments should be submitted via Canvas on the day they are due. You may also turn in
assignments early. I will not accept late assignments, except in extraordinary circumstances, at my
discretion. Unless otherwise noted, all assignments should be typed, double-spaced, 12-point font
(Times New Roman or Garamond), 1-inch margins, printed, and stapled.
Research Paper
The primary assignment for this course will be a research paper on a topic of your choosing that you
will develop in stages during the semester. The purpose of this exercise is to provide you with
experience in critical reflection, conducting independent research, and scholarly writing.
Research Question: Your task here is to clearly identify a central problem or contentious issue within
the scope of the current class that you will continue to think through the rest of the semester and
address in your paper. A successful research question must address not simply what you are interested
in examining, but why you think this issue is important, and state your proposed explanation. I
encourage you to schedule an appointment with me as early as possible to consult on potential topics.
Bibliography and Paper Outline: An annotated (1-2 sentence) list of scholarly sources, and a bulletpoint outline of how you plan to structure your paper.
Paper Draft: A 10-page draft building on the previous assignments, with a clear research question,
thesis, and argument drawn from scholarly ources.
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Final Paper: A 15-20 page paper incorporating the previous assignments, as well as any feedback you
have received on them.
For additional help on writing research papers, consult Kate Turabian et al.’s Manual for Writers.
Reading Responses
You will submit three reading responses over the course of the semester. Responses (2-3 double
spaced pages) should be submitted by email and should address one of the questions circulated for
class discussion. The best response papers engage closely with the authors’ arguments, provide textual
evidence, and consider alternative viewpoints. Do not merely summarize the reading, and avoid
excessively broad generalizations.
In-class Presentation
You will sign up for a brief in-class presentation on a week of your choice. Your task as a presenter
will be to highlight the key themes and arguments, and to pose a handful of questions, for that day’s
seminar.
Important Dates
February 6: Research Question due
February 22: Last day to drop
March 2-10: Spring break
March 13: Paper Outline and Preliminary Bibliography due
April 5: Last day to withdraw
April 17: Paper Draft due
May 10: Paper due
Class Policies
An Open Classroom
This will be a reading and discussion-intensive seminar course, and you are expected to actively
participate in our conversations. You will not be expected to adopt any particular viewpoints, but you
are expected to engage your peers in a constructive and respectful manner, even on matters where you
might passionately disagree. Interruptions, personal attacks, and aggressive or derogatory language and
actions are unacceptable.
Office Hours and Email
I am happy to meet in person to discuss any questions that you may have related to our class during
regular office hours. If you cannot make it during that time, please email me at least 48 hours in
advance to set up another meeting time. If you have a question about upcoming assignments or other
issues not directly addressed in the syllabus, please email me at least 48 hours in advance in order to
give me sufficient time to respond.
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Attendance
You are expected to attend class consistently. Absences will be excused for extraordinary
circumstances only. If there is an ongoing concern that may affect your attendance and participation,
please let me know as far in advance as possible. I will not retroactively excuse absences at the end of the
semester. If you miss a meeting, you are responsible for procuring notes from classmates.
Grades
Final grades will be calculated according to the following rubric:
Attendance and participation: 20%
In-class presentation: 10%
Reading responses: 30% (10% each)
Research paper: 40%
§ Research question: 5%
§ Preliminary bibliography and outline: 5%
§ Paper draft: 10%
§ Final paper: 20%
If you have a question about your grade on an assignment, I am happy to discuss it with you in person
(not by email) during office hours.
Electronic Devices
Studies show that using electronic devices in the classroom shortens attention rates, reduces
engagement, and increases distractions for fellow students. You are likely to retain more information
and do better in the course if you take notes by hand. While laptops are allowed, I strongly discourage
their use. Please keep tablets and cell phones on silent and out of sight entirely. I reserve the right to
switch to a No Electronics policy at my discretion at any point in the semester.
Academic Integrity
This course will follow the Penn Code of Student Conduct and Code of Academic Integrity. You are
expected to familiarize yourself with and adhere to both documents in the first week of the semester.
Engaging in academic dishonesty, including plagiarism and purchasing of essays from third parties, is
unacceptable and will result in the automatic failure of both the assignment and the course, and the referral
of the incident to the Office of Student Conduct.
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CLASS SCHEDULE
(I reserve the right to alter the readings, with sufficient advance notice).
January 23: Is Democracy in Crisis?
Robert Mickey, Steven Levitsky, and Lucan Ahmad Way, “Is America Still Safe for Democracy?” pp.
20-29
Seyla Benhabib, “What is the Crisis a Crisis of?”
http://www.publicseminar.org/2018/10/what-is-the-crisis-a-crisis-of/
Etienne Balibar, “Populism’ and ‘Counter-Populism’ in the Atlantic Mirror”
https://www.opendemocracy.net/can-europe-make-it/etienne-balibar/populism-andcounter-populism-in-atlantic-mirror
January 30: What do we Mean by Democracy?
Josiah Ober, “The Original Meaning of Democracy: Capacity to Do Things, Not Majority Rule” pp.
3-9
Robert Dahl, On Democracy, pp. 35-61
Wendy Brown, “We Are All Democrats Now…” pp. 44-57
February 6: Democracy: Some Classic Views
Aristotle, Politics, pp. 77-85, 106-113, 176-184
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Social Contract, pp. 147-150, 156-159, 179-180, 205-207
Publius, The Federalist, No. 10, No. 51, No. 63
Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, pp. 235-242, 248-249, 479-488
**RESEARCH QUESTION DUE**
February 13: Modern Views I
Joseph Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy, pp. 250-273 (optional: pp. 284-302)
Philippe Schmitter and Terry Karl, “What Democracy Is…and Is Not” pp. 3-16
Carole Pateman, Participation and Democratic Theory, pp. 1-44
February 20: Modern Views II
Jurgen Habermas, “Three Normative Models of Democracy” pp. 1-10
Seyla Benhabib, “Toward a Deliberative Model of Democratic Legitimacy” pp. 67-94
Iris Marion Young, “Activist Challenges to Deliberative Democracy” pp. 670-690
February 27: What is the Public?
John Dewey, The Public and its Problems, pp. 143-184
Margaret Kohn, “Privatization and Protest” pp. 99-110
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March 13: Democracy against Liberalism
Norberto Bobbio, Liberalism and Democracy, pp. 25-39
Vladimir Lenin, The State and Revolution, Chapter 5:
https://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1917/staterev/ch05.htm
Carl Schmitt, The Crisis of Parliamentary Democracy, Chapter 1, pp. 22-32
Jeffrey Isaac, “Is There Illiberal Democracy? A Problem with no Semantic Solution”
http://www.publicseminar.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Isaac-Jeffrey-Is-ThereIlliberal-Democracy-Public-Seminar.pdf
**PRELIMINARY BIBLIOGRAPHY and OUTLINE DUE**
March 20: Capitalism and Democracy
John Dryzek, Democracy in Capitalist Times, pp. 17-34
Ellen Meiksins Wood, “The demos versus ‘we, the people’: from ancient to modern conceptions of
citizenship” pp. 204-237
Nancy Fraser, “Legitimation Crisis?” pp. 157-189
March 27: Feminism and Democratic Theory
Iris Marion Young, “Communication and the Other” pp. 120-135
Chantal Mouffe, “Feminism, Citizenship, and Radical Democratic Politics” pp. 369-384
April 3: Democracy and Race
Juliet Hooker, “Black Lives Matter and the Paradoxes of U.S. Black Politics: From Democratic
Sacrifice to Democratic Repair” pp. 449-469
Elizabeth Anderson, “Democratic Ideals and Segregation” pp. 89-111
April 10: Neoliberalism and Democracy
Wendy Brown, Undoing the Demos, pp. 17-45
Nancy Fraser, “From Progressive Neoliberalism to Trump—and Beyond”
https://americanaffairsjournal.org/2017/11/progressive-neoliberalism-trump-beyond/
April 17: The Question of Populism
Jan-Werner Mueller, “The People Must be Extracted from within the People: Reflections on
Populism”, pp. 483-493
Cas Mudde and Cristobal Kaltwasser, Populism: A Very Short Introduction, pp. 9-21, 79-96
Chantal Mouffe, For a Left Populism, pp. 59-78
Optional: Jason Frank, “Populism Isn’t the Problem,” http://bostonreview.net/politics/jason-frankpopulism-not-the-problem
Anton Jäger, “The Myth of ‘Populism,” https://jacobinmag.com/2018/01/populismdouglas-hofstadter-donald-trump-democracy
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Daniel Denvir and Thea Riofrancos, "Zombie Liberalism”,
https://nplusonemag.com/online-only/online-only/zombie-liberalism/
**PAPER DRAFT DUE**
April 24: Radicalizing Democracy
Jacques Ranciere, Hatred of Democracy, pp. 71-97
Etienne Balibar, “Historical Dilemmas of Democracy and Their Contemporary Relevance for
Citizenship” pp. 522-538
Sheldon Wolin, “Fugitive Democracy” pp. 31-45
Jakeet Singh, “Decolonizing Radical Democracy” pp. 1-26
May 1: Drawing Conclusions - No Reading!
**Final Papers Due on May 10**
Resources
Weingarten Learning Resources Center
lrcmail@pobox.upenn.edu
(215) 573-9235
Tutoring Center
Vpul-tutoring@pobox.upenn.edu
(215) 898-8596
Marks Family Writing Center
critwrit@writing.upenn.edu
(215) 573-2729
CAPS (Counseling and Psychological Services)
caps@pobox.upenn.edu
(215) 898-7021
Office of Student Disability Services
vpul-lrcmail@pobox.upenn.edu
(215) 573-9325
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